ABSTRACT An automatic visual scene recognition has attracted increasing attention for developing multimedia systems as it provides rich information beyond object recognition and action recognition. Each scene image often contains or is characterized by a certain of same essential objects and relations, for example, scene images of ''wedding'' usually have bridegroom and bride next to him. Theoretically, this kind of scene knowledge can be properly modeled by some essential objects in the scene image and with their relations for each scene class. Inspired by the observation, we proposed a novel approach to improve the accuracy of scene recognition by mining essential scene sub-graph and learning a bi-enhanced knowledge space. The essential scene sub-graph describes the essential objects and their relations for each scene class. The learned knowledge space is bi-enhanced by global representation on the entire image and local representation on the corresponding essential scene sub-graph. The experiment results in the widely used scene classification dataset Scene30 and Scene15 demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach with improvements in scene recognition accuracy compared with the state-of-the-art techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
Scene recognition aims to characterize the image by selecting a semantic label for the image, and it has important research significance in the field of computer vision, as it is widely used in the fields of intelligent monitoring and image retrieval, and also can provide auxiliary knowledge in the fields of action recognition and so on. Different from object classification task which only focused on the local part in an image, scene recognition is a classification method based on the overall image information combined with local objects information. Most scenes are composed of complex object distribution and the differences are small between some scene categories which makes the scene classification task one of the difficulties in the field of image classification [1] - [6] . To deal with large intra-class and small inter-class variance caused by nuisance factors such as pose, viewpoint, occlusion and object size, scene recognition usually falls into two categories, that is, hand-crafted feature based recognition and deep-learning feature based recognition. The hand-crafted
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based approach aims to manually find low-level features in an image to mimic the human's ability to identify the image scene, while deep-learning based approach tries to identify the most discriminative features with Convolution Neural Networks (CNNs) for scene classification. Both scene classification methods mentioned above are all involved in extracting, constructing and fusing the global or local information of the image. However, the semantic expression ability of the hand-crafted feature based approach is not strong, while it is difficult for the deep neural network to take into account both global and local information of the image during the training process. In scene data, there are small differences among some scenarios and large differences within the class, which makes classification more difficult. Therefore, how to reasonably design and extract the local information of scene image, and how to select the appropriate method to construct the global scene information to increase the feature difference between similar categories will be crucial to the scene recognition.
In this paper, we propose an effective automatic scene recognition framework, which successfully captures the essential scene sub-graph for each scene class firstly, then trains a classifier to distinguish different scene classes with the latent representation bi-enhanced in the constructed knowledge space. The whole work is based on the scene images and their corresponding scene graphs. The main contributions of our work can be summarized as follows:
(1) We propose a novel framework to extract discriminative semantic representation from both the entire image and the captured essential scene sub-graph for scene classification. The global representation and local representation for a certain image scene can be bi-enhanced in the constructed knowledge space, which will result in the intra-class variation reduction.
(2) In the essential scene sub-graph mining, we propose to capture the salient objects in an image based on the probability framework from the perspective of human visual attention mechanism. In addition, we statistically analyze the occurring frequencies of the objects for each scene and set the optimal upper limit of essential objects to construct the scene subgraph for the scene recognition problem.
(3) This work explores a pioneer study on inferring semantic from learning knowledge graph, i.e. essential scene subgraph, for scene classification. The proposed approach has great potential for other category specific tasks, such as knowledge graph driven tasks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A brief review of related works is given in Section II. In Section III, the proposed framework including the essential scene subgraph mining and the bi-enhanced knowledge space learning is described. Experimental results are reported and analyzed in Section IV, followed by the conclusion and future work in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
According to how a scene is classified for an image, there are fundamentally two types of scene recognition techniques in literature. The first one is the top-down approach which categorizes scene based on image features. The second one is the bottom-up approach which employs object recognition to decide the category of the scene. In this section, we briefly review the related work on scene recognition accordingly.
A. FEATURE BASED SCENE RECOGNITION
The feature based scene recognition method generally extracts discriminative features from scene images as the scene representation, followed by a semantic model constructed based on this scene representation. The most important characteristic of feature that we require is a strong co-relation between the feature and the scene class, which will make the learning an easier, faster and a less error prone job. Therefore, feature identification is among the most important task. Early methods mostly focused on the handcrafted feature of low level or middle level representation. For example, GIST [2] lexicographically converts an entire scene image into a high-dimensional feature vector globally, but it fails to exploit local structure information in scenes, especially the indoor scenes with complex spatial layouts. Unlike those working on holistic features, methods focusing on local features, such as OTC [7] and CENTRIST [4] , firstly describe the structure pattern of each local patch and then combine the statistics of all patches into a concatenated feature vector. However, these methods only capture lowlevel information, such as texture, orientation and color of the image. Moreover, these features are always of global characteristics, without considering multiple objects in the image and the relations among them. Therefore, their performance have not been satisfactory due to the highly variable within-class variation in scene recognition. Recently, as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [8] have made remarkable progress on image recognition and classification, deeply-learned methods have been widely adopted in scene recognition. For examples, Dixit et al. [9] employed a network to extract posterior probability vectors from local image patches and combine them using a Gaussian Mixture Model. Gong et al. [10] proposed a Multi-scale Orderless Pooling (MOP) method to extract fully-connected features on image local patches. While these methods have achieved encouraging performance, a largely overlooked aspect is the role of the scale and its relation with the feature extractor in a multi-scale scenario. Luiset al. [11] adapted the feature extractor to each particular scale, which combined ImageNetCNNs [12] and Places-CNNs [6] to improve classification performance. However, these deeply-learned approaches did not consider the role of local parts in the context of global image, especially the essential objects and their relations are still not fully utilized, while much information extracted from patches is redundant.
Once the features are identified, semantic models can be constructed to perform scene recognition task, which can be categorized into two groups: generative models and discriminative models. Generative models usually employ hierarchical Bayesian to express various relations in a complex scene, such as Markov Random Felds (MRF) [13] , Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [14] and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [15] . However, these models need to build complex probabilistic graph model and require high computational cost. The discriminative models extract feature descriptors from images and then encode them into a fixed length vector for classification. The state-of-the-art classifiers include Logistic Regression, K-means, Linear Discriminant Analysis and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [16] . Especially, the SVM classifier has been widely used for scene classification.
B. OBJECT BASED SCENE RECOGNITION
Using object detected in the image for scene recognition is a straight-forward and intuitive approach and it can assist in distinguishing very complex scenes which might otherwise prove difficult to do using standard feature based approaches. Using Object Bank (OB) [17] representation, where an image is represented by integrating the response of image to various object detectors, superior performance on high level visual VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 1. Overview of proposed framework. The model consists of: 1) essential scene sub-graph mining; 2) bi-enhanced knowledge space learning for scene recognition. The mined essential sub-graph for the scene of ''tennis court'' is shown in (c). An iterative process is described in (2) to learn a constructed knowledge space, which retains the important features from (e) and (f).
recognition tasks can be achieved with simple regularized logistic regression. OB offers a rich set of object features, while presenting the curse of dimensionality challenge due to the presence of the highly variable objects in a single image. To solve this problem, the authors in [18] proposed to employ Deformable Part based Model (DPM) with latent SVM training for scene recognition task. The deformable part based model represents an object by low-resolution root filters and a set of high resolution part filters in a flexible spatial configuration, which can capture recurring visual element and salient objects in the image. Zhou [19] proposed a new deep convolutional neural networks system architectures to detect objects and classify scenes. They demonstrated how the same network can learn to recognize scenes and perform both scene recognition and object localization without being taught the notion of objects. In [1] , Cheng exploits the correlations of object configurations among different scenes by the co-occurrence pattern of all objects across scenes to choose representative and discriminative objects which enhances the inter-class discriminability. However, only considering the local information such as objects in the image while ignoring the global information such as image background and structure is not enough for scene recognition. The psychological experiments [20] show that our human recognize images at different scales and not just only with the local information or only with the global information of the image. Therefore, except for exploiting the local semantics expressed by the objects in the image to improve the performance of the scene recognition, the image context information expressed by the relationship between the objects in an image should be included to enhance the global representation for further classification. In [21] , we proposed to exploit the relations between the manually configured objects in an image from the corresponding scene graph and the entire image to recognize image scene, however, ignoring the human visual attention mechanism in constructing visual knowledge space to fulfill the task of scene recognition will significantly limit the recognition performance.
III. OUR APPROACH
As an extension of our work in [21] , we try to combine the strength of the deeply learning approach and essential object mining based approach to recognize the scene categories. To be specific, we employ the deep CNNs for both object representation learning and global representation learning, and the two presentations are enhanced by each other until the useful and discriminative features from entire images and local objects in essential scene subgraph are obtained. Our proposed framework is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Firstly, we adopt a probabilistic framework from the perspective of human visual attention to capture the essential objects in the image and a statistical method to identify the number of essential objects for the requirement of recognizing scene, for the purpose of mining the essential scene sub-graph for each scene class. Secondly, we employ an object-stacked network to map the objects in essential scene sub-graph and their relations to a latent semantic representation space, so called knowledge space, and employ another CNN model to map the whole image into this knowledge space. Finally, the constructed knowledge space is sought for scene image classification by iteratively learning representations from essential scene subgraph and entire image. In this section, we present the details of the proposed framework.
A. ESSENTIAL SCENE SUB-GRAPH MINING
As illustrated in Fig.2 , the scene graph is a graph of each scene image to describe all the objects, attributes and interobject relations. Our approach attempts to mine the essential scene sub-graph by using the similarity between the scene graphs from the same class.
1) SCENE GRAPH
For the i-th scene image, we define the corresponding scene graph as
} is a set of object classes exist in all the images, N (O) is the number of object classes, and E i = {O i × R i × O i } is a set of edges between different objects in the i-th image, where R i represents a set of relations in the i-th image. Denote C j = {c 1 , . . . ., c N (j) } is a set of scene images belonging to the j-th scene class, where j = {1, 2, . . . ., N (C)}, N (j) is the total number of images in the j-th scene category and N (C) is the total number of scene classes respectively. Note that, the object attributes and relation types are varying among the scene images from the same class, thus we only consider whether the objects have relations or not regardless of the relation types.
2) ESSENTIAL SCENE SUB-GRAPH
For the j-th scene class, we define the corresponding essential scene sub-graph as
} is a set of edges existing in the essential scene sub-graph, and R * j ∈ {0,1} denotes whether there is relation between two objects or not.
The task of essential scene sub-graph mining is to find the optimal G * j for each scene class. For essential scene sub-graph mining, we try to capture the several most salient objects and their relations in an image to construct the sub-graph which can essentially characterize the scene class.
The essential objects in an image can be selected according to their corresponding salient regions in the image from the human visual attention mechanism. We proposed a salient objects selection approach based on the probabilistic framework, which considers the object saliency problem as estimation of the probability mass function for the objects in the image. We detailed the proposed essential objects detection algorithm as following. Let us assume the object set O for the particular image contains M objects: o 1 , o 2 . . . ,o M , and we define the probability mass function such that for object o i ,p(o i ) is the salient probability which is high if the object is salient. Since the summation over the probability mass function of each object in an image is constrained to be equal to 1, such formulation allows us to set the total attention given to the scene as fixed which is analogous to the limited processing capability of the human brain. The probability framework allows us to model the visual attention of the objects in an image. Within this framework, we wish P(o) to satisfy some properties related to the commonly used saliency assumption. Firstly, we expect similar probabilities for the objects that are similar in the feature space. Secondly, we wish to formulate P(o) in such a way that any prior information about the object saliency in an image can be considered, i.e. the objects near the image boundaries are more likely to belong to the non-salient objects. Therefore, the estimation of P(o) can be formulated as an optimization problem as following:
where the positive value v i is the encoded prior which suppresses the salient probability for object x i if it belongs to non-salient region in the image. Then v i can be defined as the degree of deviation from the current geometric center of the object o i to the central position of the image. Let's assume the coordinate of geometric center for the object o i will be (x i ,y i ) and the coordinate of the central position of the image can be denoted as (x 0 ,y 0 ), then the value v i is given by Eq. (2):
where δ v controls the range of excitation area in an image for human visual attention and c v normalizes the v i in the reasonable range, in our implementation, δ v = 30% of the input image width and c v = 1.2. The C inh is a constant inhibitory term to suppress the area that we would not consider salient, C inh = 0.2 in our implementation. The w i,j in Eq. (1) is the salient similarity obtained with Eq.(3), which forces two objects o i and o j to have similar salient probability if their similarity w i,j in the feature space is high. The s i and s j in Eq.(3) are local maximum salient value detected with approach in [22] for objects o i and o j , respectively.
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Since the salient similarity defined in Eq. (3) is symmetric, the Eq.(1) can be re-written as:
The Eq. (4) is a standard optimization problem and the optimal solution P * (o) can be obtained by taking the partial derivative of Lagrangian equation of Eq.(4) with respect to P. After the salient probabilities for each object have been estimated, the salient objects can be ordered by their salient probabilities and the higher salient probability, the more salient for the object.
The number of essential objects of the image can be statistically analyzed by the frequencies of objects for each scene. Firstly, we count the occurring frequencies of all object sets for each scene class. Next, we choose object sets with the highest frequencies and size varying from 1 to 6 for each scene class. Lastly, we calculate the percentage of images including all the objects in above selected object sets for each scene class, and then average them for all the scene classes to get the proper upper limit. Taking the scene of ''tennis game'' as an example, after counting the occurring frequencies of all object sets in all ''tennis game'' scene images, we obtain that tennis player surfacing out when object set size is 1 and 98% of images include it. Similarly, tennis player, tennis court is selected when object set size is 2, with 76.4% of images include them. Fig. 3 shows the average frequencies for all the scene classes when object set size varies from 1 to 6. From the figure, we can see that when essential object set size is set as 3, over 45% images include all the objects, while when the set size is larger than 3, only less than 15% images include all the objects. Based on this observation, we define the upper limit of essential object set size as 3, and mine 3 essential objects for each scene class. After choosing 3 most salient essential objects for each scene, we keep two most frequently appeared relations (not the relation type) for the essential scene sub-graph. More details on essential scene sub-graph mining are shown in Algorithm 1.
B. CONSTRUCTED KNOWLEDGE SPACE LEARNING
This section aims to illustrate the learning of a constructed knowledge space that saves useful and discriminative features from the entire image and essential scene subgraph. The structure of the whole model is shown in Fig. 4 . It includes three parts: (1) object-stacked network, which learns features from essential scene subgraph enhanced by global representation, (2) global scene network, which learns features from the entire image enhanced by object-stacked representation, and (3) bi-enhanced knowledge space optimization, which iteratively seeks the knowledge space from both object-stacked representation learning and global representation learning.
1) OBJECT-STACKED NETWORK ENHANCED BY GLOBAL REPRESENTATION
This part is to learn the object-stacked representation supervised by global representation. Inspired by Huang et al. [23] and considering the structure of essential scene sub-graph, we adopt an object-stacked network to process three objects and the relations in essential scene sub-graph as shown in Fig. 4 . The object-stacked network contains three separate convolutional blocks, a concentrated layer which is adopted to combine the three-stream features, a 1×1 convolutional layer which is to reduce dimension, and a fully-connected layer which is utilized to build a constructed knowledge space. The objective function is in Eq. (5):
where W and b are the weight and bias of the layers in network, respectively, m is the number of all the scene images, f (·) is the output of the first fully-connected layer f6 from object-stacked network, h(c i ) is the global representation of image c i which is learned from global network. o i1 , o i2 , o i3 are the objects of essential scene sub-graph cropped from image c i and h(·) is the output of the first fully connected layer from global scene network, λ||W || 2 is regularization term.
Note that the object o i2 which has relations to other two objects o i1 , o i3 is fed into the second stream. For example, for the scene of ''tennis game'', the essential objects are man, court and racket. The relations from essential scene sub-graph are the man holding the racket and the man stands on the court. Obviously, man has the relations to both court and racket, and is input into the second stream. If the image does not contain all three essential objects, we set the value of missing object as 0. Recall that our task is a classification problem, we add another 2 fully connected layers and softmax layer after fc6. The final objective function is expressed in Eq. (6) . Where ξ is used to determine whether to join regularization, γ and δ are the parameters introduced to reduce the difference between the two losses that we set 0.01 and 1. y i is the label of image c i , T (·) is the output of final soft-max layer in object-stacked network.
2) GLOBAL NETWORK ENHANCED BY OBJECT-STACKED REPRESENTATION
This part is to learn the global representation supervised by object-stacked representation. Similar to object-stacked network, we adopt a CNN model to learn global representation as shown in Fig. 4 . It contains five convolutional blocks, two fully-connected layers and a soft-max layer for classification. The dimension of the first fully-connected layer is equal to the dimension of representation from object-stacked network. The objective function is shown in Eq. (7):
where H (·) is the output of final soft-max layer in global scene network. The parameters α and β are utilized to balance these two losses, and µ controls whether to use regularization term. The meaning of the remaining parameters is the same as before. We use mini-batch Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) to optimize Eq. (7). When Eq. (7) reaches an optima, we obtain the global representation enhanced by object-stacked representation.
3) BI-ENHANCED KNOWLEDGE SPACE OPTIMIZATION
Based on the above mentioned two networks, an iterative process between them is adopted. The iterative process is initiated by object-stacked network with cross-entropy cost function instead of global representations. Next, at each iteration, we update object stacked representations by optimizing Eq. (6) which is enhanced with global representations, and then adjust global representations by optimizing Eq. (7) which is enhanced with object-stacked representations. The knowledge space is optimized iteratively until convergence. Therefore, in the proposed scene recognition scheme, the characteristics of global features in the image, and the local characteristics of the objects and the relations among them are all considered. Furthermore, the global representation and local representation for a certain image scene can be bi-enhanced in the constructed knowledge space from the captured essential scene sub-graph, which will result in reducing the intra-class variation.
After the local representation and global representation for the image scene have been enhanced, the final discriminative image scene representation can be obtained with optimized global network, which can be employed for predicting the scene class.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
This section demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed approach on Scene 30 and Scene 15 [24] .
A. DATASETS AND IMPLEMENTATION

1) SCENE 30
To better demonstrate the proposed method in large scale dataset, we construct Scene 30 from Visual Genome [25] . The constructed Scene 30 contains 4608 color images of 30 different scenes including both indoor and outdoor scenes. The number of images varies across categories with at least 50 images per category. Each image has a corresponding scene graph. To construct Scene 30, we employ Visual Genome as our source dataset, as it contains a lot of indoor and outdoor scene images with scene graphs. As the images from Visual Genome are not categorized into any scene class, we pick up images in it and categorize them into 30 scene classes we defined. The list of these 30 scene classes and the number of images included is shown in Fig. 5 . Also, all these images have corresponding scene graphs. There are in total 10,034 objects and 30,000 types of relations in Scene 30. We split 85% of each class from the entire dataset for training and the rest as test set. Fig. 6 shows several indoor and outdoor examples from the Scene 30 dataset.
2) SCENE 15
Scene 15 dataset [24] contains 4485 gray images of 15 different scenes including both indoor and outdoor scene. As dataset does not contain separated training and testing sets, we use 100 images per class for training and the rest for testing as the methods in Table 3 . This procedure is repeated 5 times. Fig.7 shows several indoor and outdoor examples from the Scene 15 dataset.
3) IMPLEMENTATION
The object-stacked network and global scene network are implemented using the open-source package Keras [26] . We adopt the VGG16 model pre-trained in ImageNet [27] . In object-stacked network, the cropped object patches are resized to 128×128, and the input of global scene network are warped to a 224 × 224. The features of scene and objectstacked network are extracted from the layer of fc6. For Scene 15, because most of its data categories are included in Scene 30, we load the training weights in Scene 30 directly, and then fine-tune it. In all above experiments, we use minibatch stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer to optimize Eq. (6) and Eq. (7), and the batch size is set to 16, the epoch is set to 200 in Scene 30 and 100 in Scene 15, respectively. The learning rate is set to 1e-3, the momentum is set to 0.9, and the weight decay is set to 1e-6.
B. RESULT AND COMPARISON
Firstly, we evaluate the performances of our proposed method at different iterations. This experiment is performed on Scene 30 dataset. We employ VGG-16 pre-trained in ImageNet as the basic infrastructure. Table 1 shows the experiments results. From the table, we can see that the accuracy of the classification increased from 82.51% of VGG -16 to 89.72% by our proposed approach after two iteration cycles. Moreover, through the bi-enhanced knowledge space learning, global network and object-stacked network capture more meaningful and discriminative information. The accuracy of the classification in object-stacked network increased from 89.60% to 90.32%. Similarly, the accuracy of the global network also increased from 82.51% to 87.38% and then to 89.72% under the supervision of local essential objects features.
We then evaluate our proposed methods on Scene 30 and compare it with several recent CNN based methods. Table 2 records the recognition accuracy of our approach and other methods where we achieve the highest recognition rate. The method named ''Our previous'' exploit the relations of the manually selected objects in the image from corresponding scene graphs to enhance the global network [21] . The method named ''Our fc6 + SVM'' extracts the feature in fc6 and trains a SVM for classification. The method named ''Ours'' directly utilizes the global network enhanced by essential scene sub-graph mining approach to predict the scene class. From the table, we have following 4 observations. (1) VGG-16 outperforms AlexNet. For example, VGG-16 in PlaceNet 365 is 10.11% higher than AlexNet. Therefore, we choose VGG-16 as a basic model. (2) The essential scene sub-graph is beneficial to scene recognition. The accuracy of our approach is 3.05% higher than PlaceNet 365 (VGG-16) and 2.64% higher than HybridNet 1365 (VGG-16). (3) The proposed essential scene sub-graph mining approach is better than manfully selected essential scene sub-graph approach in [21] , which can improve the accuracy with 1.43%. (4) The logistic regression is better than SVM for scene classification. We analyze that our model is an end to end framework for testing, while the SVM extracts the fc6 feature and then is optimized for classification.
To verify the effectiveness of our method, we also compare it with traditional hand-crafted methods and CNNs based methods on the Scene 15. Table 3 illustrates the recognition accuracy of our approach and baseline methods. Our proposed method achieves the highest recognition rate. The reason is that our approach is built on the top of the CNNs architecture that extracts high-level semantic information derived from essential objects and global scene, while the hand-crafted methods, such as topic models (LDA [15] , pLSA [15] ) and contextual models (SMN [29] , CMN [29] ), only exploit low-level visual features and other CNN based methods do not combine these two features better. In addition, from the data of the last two lines of the table, we can see that the weights of the learned constructed knowledge space also apply to the dataset Scene 15.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel framework to learn the discriminative representations from both entire scene image and essential scene sub-graph. To achieve this goal, we firstly mine the essential scene sub-graph for each class. Then we iteratively learn a bi-enhanced knowledge space for scene recognition. In the experiments, the results on the datasets Scene 15 and Scene 30 clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. In future work, we will take into consideration following issues to improve the scene recognition accuracy:
(1) To utilize the probability graph model to mine the essential scene sub-graph, such as Markov Random Fields (MRF [13] ), and build a more accurate relationship between the scene image and objects.
(2) To exploit object saliency discovery with humanunderstandable visual guide for constructing the essential scene sub-graph.
(3) To extend the dataset Scene 30 from Visual Genome to other public databases, and perfect the corresponding knowledge graph.
(4) To consider more effective combination of features and design an end to end framework.
